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Before Iran's Islamic Revolution
Only five years after the invention of cinema, Iranian filmmakers started to make their works while
women filmmakers had to wait for many many years to stand behind the camera as director.

Image from Lore Girl - the first Iranian Film - 1933
Previously, there were no Iranian women filmmakers but now their numbers are approximately 20
although there are no exact and authentic statistics for the number of post-revolutionary
Iranian women filmmakers.
First I want to mention that before the Revolution, in the age of the Shah (1941-1978) the only Iranian
woman filmmaker was “Shahla Riahi,” an actress who collaborated in making one film.

The traditional ethos of Iranian families didn’t accept the freedom of the films of that age called “Film
Farsi”.
Those films were full of half naked dance scenes, different scenes of night clubs and what happened
there, showing the free relationships of men and women, etc.
Also the social conditions of women superstars and actresses meant that families didn’t allow their
daughters to enter the cinema as actresses or in any other role.
Moreover, the most important thing is that people didn’t accept women as leaders of cinematic
projects which demanded she undertake big responsibilities.
Actually they didn’t believe in women. Woman was a sex object and they needed her for their films
only as a good selling point.
In pre-Revolutionary cinema the best role given to women was as actress, using her body, her beauty
and her attractions for movies.
Sometimes other roles such as director’s assistant, continuity girl, or dubber were allotted to them in
television but in the cinema there were no good opportunity.

After the Revolution
In 1978 Iran, the Islamic revolution occurred.

The presence of Iranian women in the process of revolution and their influence on it was important.
They were even leaders of political parties. It caused women to take different social roles in society.
After the Revolution, generally women’s exploitation in cinema was disapproved and actually
filmmakers applied human generosity to woman according to Islamic teachings.
Omitting that sexual vision of women and also sexual scenes consequently enabled women to enter
cinema.
Iranian women who had been limited to working only in front of camera, now found new roles
behind it as editor, assistant director, set and costume designer.
One of the roles that women tried to take was directing. They wanted to prove their merit and power.

Early Years After the Revolution
The numbers of Iranian women filmmakers who made films in the first decade of the Revolution
could be counted on the fingers of one hand, including Tahmineh Ardakani (Golbahar-1986),
Pouran Derakhshande (Relationship-1986), Rakhshan Banietemad (Off-Limits- 1987), Tahmineh
Milani (Children of Divorce, 1989), and Ferial Behzad (Kakoli-1990).

They became the premiere women filmmakers of Iran in achieving a better situation compared to the
previous one.
Iranian Women Filmmakers in the 1990s
In the 1990s the number of women filmmakers increased but there was no big change.
Several women of the same generation as the premieres, for example Marziyeh Boroumand, started to
work as filmmakers.

In those years the social-political situation of Iran after the 8-year war with Iraq was not good for
making films at all.
It was a period of economic restoration. Because of high inflation, making films was difficult.
Therefore, activity of women filmmakers was limited. These conditions meant that the younger
generation didn’t find the opportunity for entering cinema.
Most of them started to work in TV like Shah Husseini -- the only Iranian woman filmmaker who
makes films about war. She made her first film, It Is Sunset, Come On, in 2004.

Marziyeh Meshkini (The Day I Became Woman, 2000), Samira Makhmalbaf (Blackboard, 1998), Yasamin
Malek Nasr (Joint Ache, 1995), Marziyeh Boroumand (Alo Alo I’m Chiken! 1994) and Maryam
Shahriyar (Sun Daughters, 2000) were women filmmakers who worked in those years.
Iranian Women Filmmakers in the 2000s
In the 2000s the conditions were changed and a younger generation of Iranian women filmmakers
started to work. They were practically as active in cinema as men.
They worked in cinema in different positions, as filmmaker, producer, editor, set designer and
whatever men do in cinema.
Most of them made just one film but the important point is that they were making films and they
were present in the cinematic atmosphere.

Niki Karimi, Shalizeh Aarefpour, Shaghayegh Orfinezhad, Mona Zandi, Manizheh Hekmat, Negar
Azarbaijani, Fima Emami,Parisa Bakhtavar, are some of this younger generation of Iranian
women filmmakers.

Niki Karimi as a talented actress of Iranian cinema made three films like One Night, and Last Whistle.
Like most actors who wish finally to direct a movie, she always had been tempted but she
made her own at last.
With relative stability of the economic situation and a tendency of producers to work with a younger
generation, women filmmakers found the situation good for working in Iranian cinema.
Most of women filmmakers who started to make film in these years were under 30. Another
important thing was the arrival of digital cameras which facilitated cinematic work.

Three Important Post-Revolutionary Iranian Women Filmmakers
This paper focuses on Post-revolutionary Iranian Women Filmmakers as directors and their
connection with feminism. It is significant that all of the three filmmakers I will consider are
in the list of premier, pre-revolutionary women filmmakers.
1-

Rakhshan Bani Etemad (Social-Political)

2-

Tahmineh Milani (Strong Feminism)

3 - Pouran Derakhshandeh (Social-Children)

This research not only will discover their role in Iranian cinema, but it will study them as filmmakers
who make films not only as directors but as Iranian women prophets.
All of them share key points in their works and in their vision and also they feel that filmmaking is
their prophetic mission through which they can speak about Iranian women.
And if they cannot speak their minds (because of different constraints such as, these days, Iran's
condition and government’s vision), and they don’t make films such as Rakhshan
Banietemad, all three women filmmakers create three different worlds in filmmaking.
Bani Etemad, Milani and Derakhshandeh are remarkable Post-revolutionary Iranian Women
Filmmakers who have definite influence on other women filmmakers in Iran.
Just one shot is enough to recognize that this is their film. All of them have a distinctive manner of
filmmaking and actually they have made and still they are making the history of Iranian
women's filmmaking.

Tahmineh Milani

Tahmineh Milani was born in 1960, of Azeri descent, in Tabriz. She is the wife of the Iranian actor and
producer, Mohammad Nikbin.
After graduating in architecture from the University of Science and Technology in Tehran in 1986, she
apprenticed as a script girl and an assistant director following a screen workshop in 1979.
Milani started her career as a movie director with Children of Divorce in 1989.
The world of Milani's films is full of cruel men who are ruthless with women especially with their
wives; men who don’t believe in women and want women under their authority.

Milani's women are oppressed and they try to take their rights. They fight for them even for their
primary rights.
However, the oppressed women in her films, change to warrior women who stand up to men and
fight to take their rights.
They are similar to men and they can even physically fight with them.

Her later films have an exaggerated and comic atmosphere through which women mock men or even
punish them. If it is necessary, women will be present in eye-to-eye battle with men.

In Milani’s works a good man is present too; a man who is in fact her husband and performs as the
good man of his wife’s films!
His role is in the corner of the main story of the film because the main atmosphere is in the hands of
cruel, illogical men.
In her films traditional men are illogical and modern men want to misuse women. Her vision of men
is negative.
The main reason for Milani showing the cruelty of Iranian men is that on behalf of Iranian women
she focuses on their oppression.
When these women take their rights or return to normal life in the film that is too late; most of their
life had been wasted. In fact they became wasted women.

Her films are coloured by the main lines and principles of feminism such as equality with men and
women's rights. In the works of Milani women are not the second sex.
They have independent identity and personality. Her women define their world and they don’t wait
for men to define it.
Most of the time, Milani is not satisfied even with showing the equality of men and women; she
believes in the superiority of women’s role.
Milani believes that Iran's most-pressing problem is an identity crisis, claiming that Iranian men and
women lead double lives.
Faced with public extremism, each is forced to adopt separate lifestyles for the home and the public
eye.

Rakhshan Bani Etemad

Rakhshan Bani Etemad, born in 1954 in Tehran, is an internationally and critically acclaimed Iranian
film director, screenwriter and producer.
She earned her Bachelor of Arts degree in film directing from the Faculty of Dramatic Arts, Tehran
University and began her career as a documentary filmmaker for IRIB, (Islamic Republic of
Iran Broadcasting).
She worked as an assistant director before directing her first feature film Off-Limits (1987). Widely
considered Iran's premiere female director, her films have been praised at international
festivals as well as being remarkably popular with Iranian critics and audiences.
She is known as a social-political filmmaker. Social theme dominate her works and women play the
leading role in most of her films.
In Rakhshan Bani Etemad’s works family is very important and her women are social activists even if
they are poor people, as most of them are. Women in her works are people who the family
can depend on.

Gilaneh (2004)

They play a motherhood role but as both mother and father of the family. In Under the Skin of City
(2001), The Blue-Veiled (1995), Gilaneh (2004), or Narges (1992), the audience is viewer of very
effective women in family. Actually they whirl the family wheel.
All of them are injured and suffer but they never want to take revenge on men. Their entire quest is to
keep the family safe.
Bani Etemad shows the part of women's personality that has a powerful capability hidden in it: their
high ability in managing the family even in the worst conditions.
She shows poor families who have big economic-social troubles, such as addiction, or families who in
different crises sometimes even seek love, but in all of them there is a woman or women who
tries to save the family.

In The May Lady (1998) and Mainline (2006) the social level is different. They are rich people, women
are educated but social problems are big; the family is still in crisis.
The role of women is still colorful as the manager of the family and savior of children. At last all of
them save their families.
Bani Etemad considers family problems and crisis because of society problems.
In Gilaneh the main trouble is war; in Under the Skin of the City, poverty and politics; in Mainline
addiction, in Narges poverty; in The Blue-veiled, addiction and poverty; in The May Lady
divorce.
Her women stand in the center of the family as its pedestal but they are not anti-men. Men depend on
them too.
Women's main duty is their social role such as the young girls and women in Our Times
(Documentary-2002) and their social-political influence in 2000s in the age of president
Khatami.

Rakhshan Bani Etemad always has tried to have reaction to social events even her reaction is stop
filmmaking such as what she does in recent years as sign of her reaction to bad culturalpolitical conditions of Iran and its government.

Pouran Derakhshandeh

Pouran Derakhshandeh, born in 1951 in Kermanshah, is an Iranian film director, producer,
screenwriter, and researcher.
She graduated in film directing in 1975 from the Advanced School of Television and Cinema in
Tehran.
She started her professional career by making documentary films for Kermanshah Television and
subsequently for Tehran Television.
Her motion pictures include “Relationship” (1986), “A Little Bit Happiness” (1987), “Passing through
the Dust” (1988), “Lost Time” (1989), “A Love without Frontier” (1998), “Candle in the Wind”
(2003), “Wet Dream” (2005) and “Eternal Kids” (2006).

Pouran Derakhshandeh has a vision sympathetic to disabled children in her society. The motherhood
theme is in all of her works and even in her way of filmmaking.
She has tried to keep this look for 30 years; from “Relationship” to “Eternal Kids”.
She always speaks about problems of disabled children and their problems in facing society.
Derakhshandeh even has helped her disabled actors and has kept up her relationship with
them.

It seems that filmmaking is a holy duty or mission for Pouran Derakhshandeh.
In some of her films she has focused on her social duty as in “Lost Time” and “Passing through Dust,
even in “Love without frontier” which was the answer to “Not without My Daughter” (Bryan
Gilbert -1991).
She was one of the rarest Iranian women who directed in television and made documentary in the
first years after revolution. The very important thing is that she has kept her style of
filmmaking even if her works have not sold well.

She herself says: “It is not hard or difficult to make films like others and keep silent about
disabledchildren or social problems but I feel such a heavy duty on my shoulders that I
cannot make films unless about them. This is my mission”

Conclusion
1) Iranian women had important role in the process of instigating the Islamic revolution of Iran in
1978.
Men who didn’t believe in women gradually accepted them and respected their rights. Women
started to work in cinema like men in different roles not only as actresses.
A number of Iranian women filmmakers made their works in the first decade after revolution.

2) Iranian women filmmakers tried to record the lost rights of women and children through
cinematic language and to take their rights back. The womanhood of these women
filmmakers was very effective in their way of looking at society and its problems.

3) Three important post-revolutionary Iranian women filmmakers - Rakhshan Bani Etemad,
Tahmineh Milani and Pouran Derakhshande -- are the premiers of women's filmmaking in
Iran. Their remarkable works remind us of their way of looking.
They have much to say in their films about different problems in Iran, political, social, economic, etc.
most times, they make films better than male filmmakers and they broke the patriarchal
vision of Iranian filmmaking.

